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KIVONAT 

Az atomeróműví feMelemrudak sajátfrekveaíámak számftásához adakvit modellt áiUtottuak fel. A 
sajátfrekvencíákat különböző végbefogások esetére számítottak. Az elméleti modellt laboratóriumi kísérletekkel 
dleaörfzt&k. A mért és számított eredmények nagy pontossággal egybeesnek. 

Kimutattak, hogy a rodrezgési sajátfrekveaáák négyzetes trendet követnek. A végbefogások változtatása 
elsősorban az alacsonyabb harmomJnisokelbaiigcJődá^ 
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Abstract. Eigenfreqtiencies of fuel pin* have been calculated using the fourth order 
differentia) equation from mechanic» describing beam vibration. Theoretical results 
have been verified in experiment« and the comparison of the results are convincing. 
It was shown that the series of eigenfrequencies follow a quadratic trend. Also de
pendence of eigenfrcqiieiH-ies on contstraints have been calculated and it was found 
that the low order modes are largely influenced. 

1 Introduction 
In neutron fluctuation spectra measured in nuclear reactors in-core vibrations generally 
appear as separate frequency peaks. Thus, the spectrum of neutron fluctuations can be 
used to analyse these vibrations and to obtain information for diagnosing them. 
For proper conclusions from the changes of spectra it is very important to investigate the 
nature of these vibrations and how they influence neutron spectra. Changes in the spectra 
can be interpreted by a suitable model. 
Recently, in the spectra of neutron fluctuations, peaks have been found which can be 
attributed to eigenfrequencies of fuel rods [1-7]. Descriptions of the vibration of the rod 
were usually based on the simplest — and incorrect — model of fuel rod dynamics: the 
model of string vibration. Up till now in papers on reactor noise diagnostics it was taken 
for granted that the integer multiples of the basic eigenfrequency could be seen in the 
spectra. The lack of some harmonics and the fact that they were not at integer multiples 
of the basic eigenfrequency were explained as being caused by measurement inaccuracies 
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or other unknown facts (e.g. supposition that the background noise level was higher than 
the peak value). 
In this paper our aim is to give a more accurate model so that one can more rigorously 
analyse these vibration phenomena. Our goal is to give an interpretation model of changes 
in spectra which are suitable for reactor noise diagnostics. 
It is known from the literature (2,4, 8,9] that certain components of neutron noise spectra 
measured in PWRs come from continuum (beam) vibration of fuel rods of the reactor. 
Many papers dealing with the modelling of this phenomenon [2,3, 8-10]. However in some 
papers on reactor noise diagnostics, where generally there are no mechanical manifesta
tions, rod vibration is often confused with string vibration. This leads to erronous results 
because there arc important differences between the two models. 
What is the main difference between the rod and string vibration models? 
A one dimension model is used in mechanics if there is a main direction of the investigated 
object that its dimensions in the other directions can be neglected compared to its size in 
the main direction. But this is true for both rod and string models. Therefore we cannot Ц 
distinguish between them in the geometrical sense. 
The models differ in regard to strength of materials. One uses the elastic string model if 
the rigidity of the cross section of the object can be neglected; if this is not done one must 
use the rod model. 
In this paper continuum vibrations of homogenous rods with constant cross section are 
considered. Our results computed from the theoretical model are compared with results 
obtained from measurements. 

2 Continuum vibration of homogeneous rod with constant J 
cross section 

The differential equation of the continuum rod vibration is the following 

Py ,IEd*y_ , 
w+Ted?-0 ( 1 ) . | 

where y(t) is the deflection of the x-axis point from the equilibrium, / denotes the area | 
moment of inertia with respect to the axis of bending, E stands for the modulus of elasticity | 
and Aß is the mass per unit length. As a means of comparing the two models, we give here 1 
the differential equation describing vibrations of elastic strings- Щ 

dt3 Ацдх1 

where F denotes the tension force in the stretched string. Note the main difference between 
the two differential equations: for the rod vibration, we take the fourth derivative of the 
space variable, whereas for the string it is the second one. 
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Equation (1) can be solved in accordance with Bernoulli, by separating the space and time 
variables. 

lK*,t) = •(*)*(«) (2) 
IE If we ubstitute (2) in equation . i ) , and denote a 3 = — , we obtain 
Aß 

* * + a V v * = 0, (3) 

or 
— = —a2—z— = const = —a2 (4) 

Ф/Ф depends only on ( (and does not depend on x), Ф / у / Ф depends on x (and not on 
r), so equation (4) must be equal to a constant independent of x and f. Let this constant 
be —oA This constant is negative because the first part of (4) (time dependent part) has 
physically meaningful solutions only with a negative constant. 

Let ß* = ^ , then 
*'v+ß** = 0. (5) 

Let us try find the solution in the form Ф = cd". After substituting this into (5) one 
gets c{ft* -ß*)&* = 0, so /ii = /?, / i 2 = -ß, /13 = iß and /i< = -iß. Thus the function 
describing the shape of the rod can be written as a linear combination of the ftmctions 
e**, e~^*, e'̂ * and e~'^*. Only the real part of these ftmctions should be used because 
of the physical meaning of the problem. It is practical to use Rayleigh functions for easier 
solutions. 

ОД = £(«*» * + c o s 0 

7 ( 0 = 5(»mhí + sinÉ) 

? (6) 

V ( 0 = 5 ( s i n h É - s i n O 

A favourable feature of the Rayleigh functions appears when substituting the boundary 
conditions. 

5(0) = 1, 7 (0 )=t f (0 ) = V(0)=0, 

S'(0 = V(0, T'(() = 5(0, W'tf) = 7(0, V'tf) = W(0, 
Thus the function describing the shape of the rod is 

Ф(х) = A S(ßx) + В T(ßx) + CU(ßx) + D V(ßx). (8) 

3 Boundary conditions, simple modele 
Constraints applied at the ends of the rod can be described by the boundary conditions. 
The boundary conditions require some functions in terms of Ф: the functions of the slope 



¥?(x), the bending moment Af(x) and the shear force V(x) (this should not be confused 
with Rayleigh function V). If slope <p is small enough, it can be written as 

d* 

dw rf2* 

y_í!í.._«ÍÍ. 
dx dx3 

With respect to (8) these functions are 

ifix) = ß\A V(flx) + BSifix) + CT(ßx) + DH(#r)J (9) 

Щх) = -7£/J 2 [УШ(/9*) + В V(flx) + C5(/?x) + 0 7 ( 0 * ) ] (10) 

l'(*) = -/JS/I 3 [ATißx) + 2W(/*r) + С V(ßx) + DS(0*)J (11) 

As an example of how to build simple models with the boundary conditions, let us create 
a model of the fuel rods of a WWER-440 type NPP. 
As a first step constraints at the two ends of fuel assemblies ran be apptoximated by pin 
connections (see 3.1). In reality the constraint at the lower end is between a pin connection 
model and a built-in end. Therefore it is better to morlel it with a pin connection and a 
torsion spring which has a bending moment proportional to the slope at the pin connection 
(see 3.2). If the stiffness of the spring is zero then the model is a pin connection, and if 
the stiffness is large enough then it is a built-in end. Finally the constraint at the upper 
end ran be modelled better by a free end sup]>ortcd with a spring which presents a force 
proportional to the deflection at the end (see 3.3). If the stiffness of the spring is zero then 
the model is a free end, and if the stiffness is large enough it is a pin connection. 

3,1 Pin connections at both ends 

In first approximation we assume that there are pin connections at both ends of the rod 
(see Fig. 1). Both the stiffening of assemblies by the spacers as well as the presence of the 
water (damping effect and increasing of the effective mass) are neglected. 

L 

У??? 

Fig. 1. The »implesl model 
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The pin connection does not allow deflection and cannot produce a bending moment on 
rod. Thus, the boundary conditions are 

») #(0) = 0, 
•О мю-о. 

.it) Ф(1) = 0, l ' 
t«) M(I; = 0, 

where L stands lor the length of the rod. By (8) from (12.i) and by (10) and (7) from 
(12.ii)weget 

t) =• А ш 0, 
it) =*• С = 0. 

Substituting these values in (8) one can get *(i) = BT(0x) + DV(ßx), so finally 

ш) * BT(i9I) + DV(/iL) = 0, 
it») => SV09L) + DT(6T) = O. l ' 

Because (13) is a homogeneous linear equation system of variables В and Z>, to get a 
nontrivial solution the matrix of coefficients must be singular, i.e. 

T*(ßL)-V7(ßL) = 0. 

After substitution of R&yleigh functions (6) this can be written in a simpler form 

bm{ßL) = 0. (14) 

The solutions of (14) represent a series of the values for ß 

& = * ! , * = 1,2,... (15) 

According to the definition of ß, eigenfrequencies of the vibration of the Byetem shown in 
Fig. 1 are 

*v [JE . , 0 

Thus eigenfrequencies expressed in Hz are 

*я&Щ- к'1л- <w) 

Note that while in case of vibration of elastic strings eigenfrequencies are integer multiples 
of the basic eigenfrequency, here in the case of rod vibration eigenfrequencies take place 
at the quadratic higher harmonics. We will see in the following sections that although a 
change of the constraints causes the alteration of lower harmonics, the quadratic feature 
remains. 



3.2 Built-in lower end — pin connection at top 

Let ns observe eigenfrequencies with built-in lower end (Fig. 2). This kind of constraints 
floes not allow any .slope, .so boundary condition (12.Ü) must be changed: 

Tims 

it) W0) = 0. 

i) => A = 0, 
ii) => В = 0, 

(17) 

Fig. 2. Basic IIHKM with икмПГич! boundary conditions 

Now we have Ф{х) = CU(fix) + DV{ßx) ami instead of equations (13) 

in) => CU(ßx) + DV(ßx) = 0 

iv) => CS{ßx) + D7(ßx)=0 

The determinant must again be equal to zero: 

TißLMflL) - V(ßL)S(ßL) = 0. 

(18) 

(19) 

Similarly to the previous case, from the equation "determinant is equal to zero" using (6) 
after reduction we get the transcendent equation 

r"''(sin ßL - cos ßL) + f "'"-(sin ßL + cos ßL) = 0. (20) 

If ßL is 1,'irge enough, then neglecting corresponding terms 

sin/iL - cmßL = V2s\n(ßL - £ ) = 0. 

The solution of this equation presents the eigcnfrequencies of the system shown in Fig. 2. 
These eigenfrequeticirfl are 

(ft+í)V [ÍE 
Пк 

л * (fc+j)V [Л* 
L 2 у Ад 

6 

(21) 



Table 1. Eigenfrequencies of the rod vibration for different types of constraint«. 
Abbr. b—ь • b - p P—P b — f 

Comfit. Eq. cotßLca&ßL = 1 tsn0L = tanhp'£ « n * l = « cmßLcaehßl = - 1 

ind 
fn/fl 

« = 1 22.4 1 15.4 1 t.» 1 3.S 1 

ind 
fn/fl 

n = 2 •1.7 2.1 M.« 3.2 » 5 . 4 22.» «J 
ind 

fn/fl 

n = 3 IM.» S.4 1S4.2 «J St.« • «1.7 17.« ind 
fn/fl n = 4 its.» S.t 173.3 11.« 1*7.» 1« 12S.S 34.4 
ind 

fn/fl 
n > 4 ***(n + *)» * »»(!•+ I ) 1 *«»n» n» «^(n-t)» 

Abbreviation*: b s built-in end, f = free end, p s pin connection. For example b — p mean« a 
rod with built-in one end and pin connection at the other end, aa in Pig. 2. 

Comparison between (21) and (16) shows that for large k-n tLe eigenfrequendes of the 
two systems are similar to each other. It can already be seen from these formulae that the 
differences in the constraints alter significantly the eigenfrequencies of first modes. Exact 
values for these and other constraints are shown on Table 1. 

In the left subcolumns of Table 1 for each type of constraints denoted by abbrevaiions the 
values of (ßL)2 are shown. FVom the solution of the conditional equation (determinant is 
equal to zero), eigenfrequencies can be computed using the formula 

Right subcolumns contain eigenfrequencies normalized to the first mode. Table 1 shows 
that the trend of eigenfrequencies is not similar to the trend that can be computed from 
string vibration. 

3.3 More accurate model of constraints 

A more accurate model cut be obtained with springs at the constraints (see Fig. 3). A pin 
connection and a torsion spring with stiffness »i at the lower end and a free end supported 
by a linear spring (*<) at the top is used. So there is a bending moment -*fp(0) at slope 
V>(0) at the lower end (x ж 0). In addition there is a shear force -*i t(X) induced by the 
deflection Ф(Х) at the top end (z = L). 

Fig. t. Мог* accurate model of constraints 
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Thus, the boundary conditions can be written iu the following form: 

i) Ф(0) = 0 
it) A/,'0) = -st<p{0) 

Hi) M(L)=0 
iv) V(L) = -s,*(L) 

(22) 

Calculation is very similar to the above ones, the only difference beeing that the determi
nant is more complex. The conditional equation-— the determinant is equal to zero — is 
generally transcendent so it cannot be solved without approximative methods. It is easier 
to build the determinant using state vectors and transfer matrices such as those described 
in [11]. 
One can obtain models of 3.1 and 3.2 for limit values of si and at. The values si — 0 and 
st = oo give back the model from 3.1 while si = oo and .*i = oo give the one of 3.2. In 
Fig. 4 the first five normal modes of this system are presented for the four selected values 
of stiffness. Frequency values were computed with the mechanical and geometrical data of 
the system described in Section 4. 

»i -ie*3o 

/=в.Я /=22.1 1=46.1 /=7S.B 1*120.3 

s,=IE*n 

w% = lt-30 
/14.4 /=П.Г, J*39.3 /=вв.в f*W9.1 

Fig. 4. Normal modes with different constraints 

st=lt-30 

п=Ч*зо 
f=1.6 /=9.7 /=27.3 /=53.5 /=8B.4 

tf=ie-3o 

t% = 1g-30 
/*6.B /*22.l /=46.1 /=7B.8 /=120.3 

One can study the effect of the change of the stiffness of the top and lower springs in Fig. 5, 
where the first eigenfrequency of this system is presented versus л/ and л/. 
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Fig. 5. Eigenfrequeiicy of the first normal mode versus the stiffness of springs acting on the ends of 

fuel rod 

4 Laboratory measurements 
Experiments have been carried out to determine the vibration response of a single fuel rod 
to white noise excitation. The scheme of the experiments is shown in Fig. 6. One of the 
ends of the fuel rod was built in, in the other cases a pin connection was used. The other 
end of the rod was always clamped to the shaker with a pin connection A B&K vibration 
transducer (detl) was mounted on the rod and another one (der2) on the moving part of 
the shaker. Vibration spectra were recorded by an ONO SOKKI two channel FFT analyser 
the output of which supplied white noise to excite the rod. 
The spectrum measured by dtt2 (Fig. 7) show» a deterioration in the excitation below 
15 Hz and small peaks which are due to the feedback effect of the vibrating rod on the 
shaker, which has finite mass. Otherwise the spectrum is white and good for excitation of 
all possible eigenfrequencies of the construction in the given frequency range. 
Figures 8 and 9 show the power spectra measured by detl. It is worth comparing the 
computed and measured eigenfrequencies for these two cases of constraints (see Table 2); 
the results show excellent agreement between theoretical predictions and measurements. 

л; 

Table 2. Computed and measured eigenfrequencies. 
built-in 
end 

computed 6.9 Hz 22.3 Hz 46.4 Hz 79.4 Hz 121.2 Hz built-in 
end measured 6.5 Hz 22.5 Hz 46.5 Hz 79.5 Hz 122.0 Hz 
pin 
connection 

computed 4.3 Hz 17.1 Hz 38.3 Hz 68.3 Hz 106.6 Hz pin 
connection measured 4.5 Hz 17.0 Hz 38.5 Hz 68.0 Hz 104.5 Hz 

http://���M__.ll
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Fig. в. Schritte of iiicnxuriiif; equipment 
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2МИ« Й.ОС/ I * B-DC/ Itf S.WH I2S/I2» Witt. I t 

• 
' 

- M 
7.MHI 

LIU 2tStU 
T: -4C4BV 

Fig. 7. Power ftpectntm measured by the detector mounted on the moving part of the shaker 

A very int« resting phenomenon can be seen on the spectrum of Fig 10: the frequency 
peaks are doubled. This can be explained in a very simple way. The pin connection at 
one end became loose, liecause of which a tiny gap developed in the constraint. This gap 
was not visible with the naked eye but the sjtectrum was able to detect the change in the 
vibration of the rod. 
Why should the loose connection cause the number of the peaks to be doubled? The reason 
is that the end of the rod is able to shake between the edges of the constraint. During the 
motion of the rod from the side of the constraint to the other side it can be modelled as a 
free end. However, vhile the end of the rod is resting against the side the pin connection 
model is adequate. 
Thus all pecks, according to both models, appear in the spectrum. The relative magnitude 
of these two kinds of peak is depends on the ratio of the two periods described below. 
The computed values of these eigenfrequencies can be found in Fig. 4. These computed 
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F«*l »•« 16551 • • » • » »*J 4»«1 5, 4*l2:?4 
2MHt ft:ОС/В.IV B:0C/I.2V S.StM 128/128 

•9-M:»2 
Ik 

W» SPECTRUM Ckft 
1 6.SBMi 
2 22 . SB 
i 4 6 . 5 « 
4 7 9 . 5 * 
5 122. 88 
6 174.B» 
7 
8 
9 

IB 

- • 2 . UBV 
-61.6 
-51.6 
-46.6 
-4S.2 
-54.9 

Fig . 8 . Power spectrum measured by the detector mounted on the rod one end of which 
the other end having a pin connection 

Fu#l r •4 (11041 • i ^ l r , h«», 4« l | : 5 , 4*12:5* J9:JJ Jl 
2Э0Н« Я: ОС/ IV В:ОС/ 1 * 3 леи m / m DUAL Ik 

рук SPECTRUM ct.q 
! 4.JBHI -61.0«»* 
2 17. dB - M . J 
S ».OB -IB.5 
4 В'}. ÜB •25.« 
5 117. И -25.J 
В 
7 
1 
1 

151.49 -22.1 
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ИМ А к ) l Л S 
4BV № \ У\~У Ч—/ч - ^ 

PVR У Й I D , 2MHs 
X; ISI.BBNf T: 21U94 

Fig . 9 . Power spectrum measured by the detector mounted on the rod. Constraints are pin 
connections at both ends 
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288Ht Я:ОС/ IV B:OC/0.2V S.Sim 128/128 

1 
2 
S 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

I t 

2 4 . Í I . W 
DUAL Ik 

Г « SPECTRUM Ck» 
18 
22.88 
39.58 
45.58 
78.88 
77.58 

188.58 
158.88 
158.88 

-35.848» 
-47.8 
-32.2 
-45.« 
-48.8 
-46.1 
-43.3 
-43.8 
-49.1 

/ 

-94 
X: 

P»* SP В LIN 288Hi 
S.MHx T: -52.24B» 

Pig. 10. Power spectrum meMured by the detector mounted on the rod. At one end the pin 
connection ha« became looae 

values are compared with the measured ones in Table 3. 

t, 

4 '1 

Table 3. Comparison of computed values to measured ones. 

Computed P—P 4.4 17.5 19.3 69.8 109 Computed 
p - f 6.8 22.1 46.1 78.8 120 

Measured mixed 5.0 — 18.0 22.0 39.5 45.5 70.0 77.5 108 — 

The counterparts of the two peaks predicted by the first part of Table 3 are missing in the 
measured spectrum. The peak at 120 Hz can be measured by changing the detector position 
[13]. This position at the measurement corresponded to one of the nodes of the 120 Hz 
standing wave. We could no find satisfactory explanation for the lack of the 6.9 Hz peak. 
Possibly in low frequency range the amplitude of the vibration is too big in related to the 
gap at the constraint so in this frequency range the primary model is the pin connection. 

5 Discussion 
A differential equation of the fourth order for the rod vibration has been applied to de
scribe the vibration modes of the fuel rods and assemblies of nuclear reactors. The results 
show significant differences of eigenfrequenries compared with the simple models widely 
used earlier in this field. The first difference was found in the multiplication factor of the 
eigenfrequencies. Whereas very often in the previous modek all higher modes with integer 
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multiplication (/о, 2 / 0 ,3 /о , 4 / 0 , . . . ) appear in the spectra, if the rod model presented here 
is used only the quadratic modes can be obtained ( / 0 , 4/o, 9/o, 16o, . . . ) . This explains 
why many high harmonics are usually "missing" in vibration spectra. 
Accurate investigation of the various models of the clamping of the ends of the rod were 
carried out and it was found that thissubstantially modifies the eigenvalues. For higher 
modes the changes are relatively small but the basic and lower mode frequencies were very 
much influenced. 
All these theoretical calculations vere tested in laboratory experiments. Very good agree
ments were found for all cases. It was also demonstrated that this theory has a more 
general value, since even when we had a combination of differently clamped ends it could 
have been interpreted using the combination of the models. In the given case a frequency 
doubling of the eigenfrequencies was found both theoretically and experimentally. 
In several earlier publications, that relied on integer multiples of the eigenfrequencies of 
fuel rods, the results may well have been misinterpreted or at least they indicate misleading 
results. A typical example is the very good experimental work of Stokes and King [12]. In 
Fig. 8 of their paper both drawing of mode shapes and frequencies normalized to the 1st 
mode of rod vibration suggest a relative series of 1, 1.9, 3.0, 4.1, 5.3. At the same time, 
from their Fig. 17, where the spectrum of the rod vibration can be seen only two pea* ч 
appear (at 6 and 26 Hz). At first sight it might seem that the second, third and fifth modes 
of the vibration are just missing from the spectra due to some unfortunate occurence in 
the measurement. And this is the most common error in many other interpretations as 
well. 
Similar conclusions can be drawn from other publications where, clearly, the integer mul
tiples of the eigenvalues can be found in the list of detected peaks (see for example [1] or 
(5]) 
Our view is that this is not a correct interpretation neither in those publications nor in 
this case that we are now analysing. If one compares the mentioned peaks measured in the 
vibration spectrum of the paper of Stokes and King with the results of our calculation for 
the oin connection at both ends (case p-p in Table 2), then it can be seen that this is the 
case for that spectrum. Thanks to the careful work of the authors of the cited art'cle, even 
today it can be concluded from the detailed description of the experiment that this was 
the case in their experiment, they had approximately (p-p) connection. 
It is recognized that one of the best work in this field was done by Wach and Sunder [8]. 
The result of their estimation coincides in many respect with our estimation. We consider 
that a more detailed analysis of this problem could be given: calculating the vibration 
modes for many different connections and presenting verifying experiments for them. 
Some missing predicted peaks in our experiment described in the present paper have led 
us to investigate the effects of the positions of the detectors [13]. 
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The issuM of the KFKI pfeprint/roport i w l x аж§ ctenlfsid и ЮЯсиж 

A. Particle and Nuclear Physics 
B. General RelatMty and Gravftatton 
C. Cosmic Ravs and Soece Research 
D. Fusion and Plasma Physics 
E. SoHd State Physics 
F. Semiconductor and Bubble Memory Freies and Technology 
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J. Analytical and Physical Chemistry 
K. HealthPhysics 
L Vfcratton Analysis. CAD. CAM 
M. Hardware and Software Development, Computer Appacsttcws, Programming 
N. Computer Design. CAMAC. Computer Controled Measurements 

The complete series or issues discussing one or more of the subjects can be ordered; 
Institutions are kindly requested to contact the KFHLtorary. Individuate the authors. 
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KFKM992-02/A F. Gluck et al.: Order* radiative corrections for ssnrteptorfe decays of polarized 
baryons 

KFKMM2-03/A LDiosi: Coarse graining and decor»erence translated into von Neuniann Language 

KFKM992-04/E L Diösi: On the CaWeka-Leggett Master Equation 

KFKHW2-05/B+M J. Kadecsik: Tensor Manipulate Package to 

KFKHW2-06/B Q.SHaHSyrwTietrieslnQeneralRelaiMry-abrWsurvey 
C. Hoenseiaers: Nonlinear Partial Differential Equations and SoHtons 

KFKM992-07/A LL Gabunia, T.Gémesy, L Janik, A.I. rOwcMava, 8. Krasznovszky, V.N. Penev, 
Gy.P(n.^,AI.Snktovsk^XS.Vertoa«(iov: ProoXictton region of Identical ptons 
at 38 OeV/c я "-nuclei interactions vHthNghPt parades 

гОТСИМг-ОеУА К. Szlachenyl, P. Vecsernyés: Quantum eyrrwetry and B*aid Group Statutes In 
G-sptoMocMs 

WKMstf-Ot/O A. Racz: Estimádon otUuasW^lücai Reactivity 

KFKMtftMO/A+B A.Frw*e1aYidF.N№yha^Prcfree»toto 
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KFKMM2-11/A 

KFKMM2-12VA 

KFKHtaa-13/A 

KFKM992-14/M 

KFKHtt2-15/A 

KFKM992-16/J 

KFKMM2-17/G 

KFKMM2-11/Q 

J. Révai Y. Nopjamk On the theory of atomic ionization folowing alpha decay 

I. Lovas, L Мошаг, К. Seier, W. Greiner: Periode structure In nudeer matter 

S. Krasznovszfcy: Analysis of the KW Distrtjutton Using eGeneraizettooo» the 
Meftjer's ̂ function 

Mária Törő: Poifoimancs Analysis of the NASA Network 

F. Gluck: Messursbto obtrfeuttons of unpoiartzed neutron decay 

Sz. Torok, Sz. Sándor st ей: Source apportionment of indMdusI aerosol particles 
si I hsinjaiiaii lis*кцпнии! alatarma 

G. Por, L A Sokolov: "KAZMER" A Complex noise disgnostic system for 
1000 MWe PWR WWER Type Nuclear Power Units 

S. Upcsei. S. Kiss and G. Pór. On the Ekjenfrequenctes of Fuel Rod Vibrattonln 
NPPS SobmHtod to ßemät of Nuclear Enwgy 
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